Daily cleaning
JDE Barista Pro BF
Schaerer Ltd. P.O. Box 336

See also "Safety notes" and "Cleaning" in the operating instructions.

CAUTION!
User at risk!

CAUTION!
Risk of machine
damage!

There is a risk of scalding in the dispensing area of beverages, hot water and steam.
Never reach under the dispensing points while the machine is dispensing or during cleaning.

The touch screen can suffer damage from improper handling.
Never press the touch screen using force, strong pressure or pointed objects. Do not use abrasive
cleaning products. Never spray glass cleaning products directly onto the touch screen.

Preparations

► Remove both milk hoses from the milk
connection adapter.
► Thoroughly rinse the milk container
and cover with fresh water several
times.
► Dry with a clean cloth.

► Lead both milk hoses into the cleaning
container.

► Put 1 bag (red or blue) of "Milkpure
powder" cleaning powder for the milk
system into the cleaning container.

► Select the [Cleaning] field.
 The display-guided cleaning process starts.
 Instruction for emptying the
grounds container.
► Clean, reinsert and confirm the
grounds container.
 An instruction for inserting the
cleaning tablet coffee system appears.

► Open the manual inlet cover.
► Insert small "Coffeepure" cleaning tablets for the coffee system.
► Confirm insertion on the display.
 Cleaning begins.
 The cleaning progress is displayed.
 Execute the cleaning steps shown
in the display corresponding to the
machine configuration.

Starting cleaning

► In the upper left of the display, select
the invisible field for ± 3 sec.
 Instruction for PIN entry.
► Enter the preprogrammed PIN.
 The Operator menu opens.

Manual cleaning

► During automatic machine cleaning,
clean the beverage outlet from below
with a brush.
If necessary, detach the splash guard and
clean separately. For an additional description, see SAG supplementary instructions 22227.
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Wait for machine cleaning.
► Remove the cleaning container.
► Reattach both milk hoses to the milk
container.
► Reopen milk container.
► Clean the drip grid under warm, running water.
► Clean the drip tray with a damp cloth.
► Reinsert the drip grid.
► Clean the syrup outlets at the beverage
outlet a clean, moist cloth.
Adhere to information on weekly cleaning
in the operating instructions.
► Clean the bean hopper.
► Clean the cooling unit.
► Clean Flavour Point UC.
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